People living in big cities maintain a close network of social connections, and one that is larger than those in smaller urban areas.
matter where they live. But the number of contacts per person in big cities grew more than expected, the authors report. Residents of Lisbon had, over the course of 15 months, on average, 11 reciprocated mobile-phone contacts compared with the residents of the smaller Portuguese city of Lixa, who had six.
The authors suggest that networks of human interaction underlie the systematic acceleration of urban growth. 
COMPLEXITY

Urban social networks remain tight
BIOMECHANICS
Kangaroos' tail-powered walk
When kangaroos move slowly, their muscular tails work as a fifth leg.
Despite their reputation for bouncing, kangaroos spend much of their day walking on all four legs while they munch on grass. To determine the tail's role in this gait, Max
ASTRONOMY
The exoplanets that were not Some of the first exoplanets identified as candidates for habitable worlds turn out to be mirages conjured up by magnetism on their host star.
Earlier studies looked at tiny changes in the motion of the star Gliese 581 and concluded that at least five planets must circle it. Of these, two planets, dubbed GJ 581d and GJ 581g, were thought to be at a distance that would allow liquid water to exist on their surface. But a team led by Paul Robertson of Pennsylvania State University in University Park studied emissions from hydrogen in the star's spectrum and discovered magnetic disturbances within Gliese 581.
These magnetic changes, as they rotate around the star, mimic the signal an exoplanet would produce, and probably misled the earlier researchers.
Science http://doi.org/th6 (2014)
Donelan at the Simon Fraser University in Burnaby, Canada, and his colleagues videotaped five red kangaroos (Macropus rufus, pictured) as they ambled across a force-measuring platform. The kangaroos' tails propelled them forward and lifted them, providing an average of around onequarter of the positive mechanical work involved in walking.
Per kilogram of body mass, the animal's tail provided as much useful work as a single leg for a walking human, the researchers note. 
CLIMATE SCIENCE
Fly farther for climate benefits
Aircraft could be diverted hundreds of kilometres to avoid creating artificial clouds, providing climate benefits.
These clouds, called contrails, can form when planes fly through very cold and humid atmospheric regions, and can contribute to global warming. Emma Irvine and her colleagues at the University of Reading, UK, modelled the maximum extra distance that different-sized aircraft could travel to avoid these contrailforming regions, without the additional emissions from fuel offsetting the benefits.
In some modelling scenarios, small aircraft could add ten times the length of the avoided contrail to their flight distances, whereas very large jets could add three times their contrail length. Re-routing many flights 
